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A constructed wetland receiving pasture runoff from a dairy in Tillamook, OR was
monitored during the winter of 1997-98 in order to estimate coliform treatment efficiency
during winter high flow periods. Monitoring occured during four sampling periods, each
lasting 2 to 4 days. Samples were taken every two hours from the inlet and outlet of each
of two parallel wetland cells and analyzed for fecal coliform using the standard
membrane filtration technique. Flow into the wetland cells was measured using a chart
recorder. Dye tests were conducted for each cell during each sampling period in order to
estimate residence time, active cell volume, and qualitatively evaluate the flow regime.
Removal was calculated by comparing inlet samples with outlet samples offset by the
residence time. This residence time offset method was an attempt to compensate for the
changing flows and loads common to storm driven non-point pollution sources.
Coliform concentrations and flow rates of the dairy pasture runoff varied widely.
Concentrations ranged from 101 cfu/100mL to more than 104 cfu/100mL. The highest
concentrations typically coincided with the first storm flow peak following manure
application. The constructed wetland in this study was able to reduce coliforru
concentrations in dairy pasture runoff by more than an order of magnitude (98%) during
winter storm events. Removals observed during a lower flow period in the fall were
significantly lower (78%).A statistical examination of literature data in an attempt to determine the influence 
of commonly reported parameters on coliform removal had mixed results. Regression 
modeling suggested that the parameters that most influence coliform removal in wetlands 
are hydraulic overflow rate (HOR) and inlet coliform concentration. The importance of 
HOR would appear to suggest that an area-dependent process, such as settling, is the 
dominant removal mechanism in most wetlands. However, since most wetlands have 
some form of pretreatment to remove settleable material, it is unlikely that coliform is 
significantly removed by settling. A theortical examination of coliform removal 
mechanisms in constructed wetlands suggests that filtration, die-off, and solar ultraviolet 
disinfection are more likely removal processes. © copyright April 1, 1999 
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INTRODUCTION 
Free water surface constructed treatment wetlands have been used in the United 
States over the past thirty years to treat a wide variety of waste streams. Treatment 
wetlands have been installed as demonstration, pilot or full scale units to treat domestic, 
municipal, and industrial waste-water and non-point source pollution. This study 
investigated the use of a treatment wetland for reducing coliform levels in runoff from a 
dairy pasture in Tillamook County, Oregon, USA. 
Coliform Pollution in Tillamook Bay 
Tillamook County is located on the northern Oregon coast. Typical of the Pacific 
Northwest Coast, Tillmook has a wet climate. Annual rainfall is between 90 and 150 
inches, most of which falls in the winter. The wet climate severely limits agricultural 
land use. Most of river valleys are in permanent pasture for dairy cattle. Dairy is a major 
industry in Tillamook. There are approximately 120 dairys in the basin which supply 
milk to a large cheese plant owned by the Tillamook Creamery Association. In the 
winter when dairy cattle are confined to housing, the pastures serve as sites for land 
application of manure. With the combination of high rainfall and a large cattle 
population, there is ample opportunity for the land-spread manure to move with runoff 
into streams and on to the Bay. 
The Tillamook Bay National Estuary Project (TBNEP) has identified fecal coliform 
pollution as a "priority problem" with bay water quality. The United States Food and 
Drug Administration (USFDA, 1993) dictates that waters used for shellfish harvest shall 
have a fecal coliform concentration not in excess of 14 organisms per 100 ml. Tillamook 
Bay exceeds this standard and is closed to oyster harvest approximately 90 days each 
year. This puts considerable strain on the small shellfish industry in the bay. In addition, 2 
Tillamook Bay and the Tillamook River are being considered for listing under the state of 
Oregon's 303(d) list of "water quality limited streams" (ODEQ 1998a). Once listed, 
water quality standards based on "the most sensitive beneficial use" must be met (ODEQ, 
1998b). This would require that fecal coliform concentrations in the bay not exceed the 
14 organisms/100m1 shellfish harvest limit, and that concentrations in the Tillamook 
River not exceed 200 organisms/100m1: the maximum level considered safe for water 
contact recreation. As a result of this current and pending legislation, there is great 
interest in reducing the amount of fecal coliform bacteria entering the bay and its 
tributaries. 
Coliform pollution is believed to originate primarily from the six sewage treatment 
plants and the 120-plus dairies located in the basin (Kruckeberg, 1996). It is therefore 
unlikely that water quality standards will be met without the participation of Tillamook's 
dairy farmers. Much of the pollution from dairy farms can be reduced at the source by 
employing best management practices (BMPs). BMPs such as roofmg and curbing 
animal confinement and manure storage areas keep rainwater from becoming 
contaminated in the first place. Long term manure storage or off -site manure 
stabilization are other possibilities for reducing coliform in runoff. Though there are 
several preventative options, there is considerable interest in exploring low cost, low 
maintenance technologies capable of treating non-point source pollution. Constructed 
treatment wetlands are one such alternative. 
Previous Studies Investigating Coliform Removal in Constructed Wetlands 
Many studies have reported removal of coliform bacteria in treatment wetlands 
(Table 1). Both sub-surface flow (SSF) and free water surface (FWS) wetlands have 
been examined. It is generally believed that treatment of most contaminants is better in 
SSF wetlands than in FWS wetlands at higher loading rates due to increased surface area 
(Watson et al., 1989). This rule appears to hold true for coliform removal: Kadlec & 
Knight (1996, p.542) estimate that the area-based removal rate for coliform is 27% higher 3 
Table 1. Studies reporting removal of coliform in treatment wetlands. 
(mun) municipal; (ind) industrial; (p) primary pretreatment; (s) secondary pretreatment; 
(ssf) sub-surface flow; (fws) free water surface; (n) number of samples taken; (HRT) 
hydraulic residence time; (HOR) hydraulic overflow rate; (fc) fecal coliform; (tc) total 
coliform; (ec) Escherichia coli; (1) arithmetic mean used instead of geometric mean; (2) 
high strength slaughterhouse effluent; (3) sampling period includes a storm flow peak of 
3 to 4 times the normal diurnal variation; (4) value estimated from figure. 
influent 
waste- coliform  coliform 
water wetland study study  HRT HOR  concentration  removal test 
source  source  type  type length n  (d)  (cm/d) log (cfu/100m1)  (percent) used 
Gearheart (1989) 2 mun fws  pilot  2 yr  2.2  24  3.50  90.0 fc 
2 mun fws  pilot  2 yr  1.6  24  3.50  91.5 fc 
2 mun fws  pilot  2 yr  2.7  19  3.50  86.8 fc 
2 mun fws  pilot  2 yr  1.5  22  3.50  82.8 fc 
2 mun fws  pilot  2 yr  3.7  12  3.50  84.5 fc 
2 mun fws  pilot  2 yr  2.5  11  3.50  89.2 fc 
2 mun fws  pilot  2 yr  4.4  11  3.50  75.3 fc 
2 mun fws  pilot  2 yr  2.4  11  3.50  77.6 fc 
2 mun fws  pilot  2 yr  6.7  7  3.50  90.0 fc 
2 mun fws  pilot  2 yr  3.8  7  3.50  88.5 fc 
2 mun fws  pilot  2 yr  7.6  6  3.50  91.0 fc 
2 mun fws  pilot  2 yr  5.5  6  3.50  86.8 fc 
Gersberg (1989a) 2 mun ssf  pilot  7 mo  26  18  4.8  (1) 97.0 tc 
Gersberg (1989b) 1 mun ssf  pilot  1 yr  12  5  7.8  (1) 99.1 tc 
Green (1997)	  2 mun ssf  full  3 d  27  (4) 21  4.7  99.2 ec 
(3) 2 mun ssf	  full  2 d  7  (4) 31  4.5  90.5 ec 
2 mun ssf  full  5 d  46  21  4.5  97.5 ec 
(3) 2 mun ssf	  full  2.5 d  10  35  4.3  45.0 ec 
2 mun ssf  bench 3 d  6  0.3  2.4  (4) 5  96.9 ec 
2 mun ssf  bench 3 d  6  0.5  1.2  (4) 5  99.7 ec 
2 mun ssf  bench 3 d  9  1.0  0.6  (4) 5  99.8 ec 
2 mun ssf  bench 3 d  9  2.0  0.3  (4) 5  99.7% ec 
2 mun ssf  bench 3 d  12  5.0  0.12  (4) 5  99.9 ec 
Ottova (1997)	  mun?  ssf  full  1 yr  12  10.7  2.2  (4) 6.3  98.9 fc 
mun?  ssf  full  1 yr  12  4.7  4.5  (4) 6.3  98.6 fc 
mun?  ssf  full  1 yr  12  4.5  6.6  (4) 7.4  98.5 fc 
mun?  ssf  full  1 yr  12  4.2  4  (4) 8.2  99.9 fc 
mun?  ssf  full  1 yr  12  1.7  11  (4) 6.2  95.3 fc 
Rivera (1997)	  2 ind  ssf  full  1 yr  12  1.7  5.8  (2) 6 to 12  >99 fc 
Schreijer (1997) 2 mun? fws	  full  1 yr  3.6  8.3  2.5  (1) 98.0 fc 
2 mun? fws  full  1 yr  2.1  12.5  2.5  (1) 97.0 fc 
2 mun? fws  full  2 yr  1.7  25  2.5  (1) 88.0 fc 
2 mun? fws  full  2 yr  0.9  50  3.0  (1) 94.0 fc in SSF wetlands than in FWS wetlands. Pathogen removal in all wetland types is 
generally regarded to be high (Watson et al, 1989). 
There are two commonly used methods for expressing removal: percent removal 








REM  = log  (2) log  Cout 
Percent removal is the more familiar expression, but log removal is often used for two 
reasons. First, coliform removals can span several orders of magnitude (see Table 1). 
Second, it is widely recognized that coliform data sets are positively skewed (APHA, 
1992, p.9-12; Granbow et al., 1998). It is necessary to apply the log transformation to 
reduce this skewness, so reporting log removal eliminates the need for back 
transformation. 
Roughly half of the study results listed in Table 1 report coliform removals of 
greater than 95%. Nevertheless, there is considerable variability in the reported 
removals. Kadlec & Knight (1996, p.543) attribute this variability to the presence of 
unpredictable background levels of naturally occurring organisms, though there are 
numerous other factors, such as wastewater strength and flow rate, climate, and wetland 
design. 
There are several potential problems with using constructed wetlands for reducing 
coliform in runoff from dairy pastures. First, as with most types of non-point source 
(NPS) pollution, pasture runoff is driven by storms. Green (1997) observed that 
coliform removal in a point source treatment wetland was lower during storms with high 5 
flows than during dry periods. Second, the relatively dilute concentrations expected in 
NPS runoff may lead to low percent removals as a result of background levels. 
The author is not aware of any studies addressing the specific problems of NPS 
coliform removal in constructed wetlands. All of the studies in Table 1 have investigated 
wetlands treating point source discharges from municipal and industrial sources. NPS 
treatment wetland studies have examined treatment of urban stormwater, acid mine 
drainage, landfill leachate, and agricultural runoff. Studies on wetlands treating 
agricultural runoff have focused on removal of nutrients and suspended solids (Higgins 
et. al. 1993, Costello 1989), but have not reported coliform removal. An understanding 
of the removal of fecal coliform in wetlands treating agricultural runoff is essential in 
order to evaluate treatment wetlands as an option for reducing the movement of coliform 
into Tillamook Bay. 
Parameters Influencing Coliform Removal 
Three parameters are commonly cited as affecting coliform treatment performance 
in wetlands. These are hydraulic residence time (HRT), hydraulic overflow rate (HOR), 
and influent coliform concentration. HRT and HOR are defined as follows: 
HRT= V/Q  (3) 
HOR =Q/A  (4) 
where Q is the flow, A is the wetland surface area, and V is the wetland volume. 
Some studies have suggested a relationship between coliform removal and HRT. 
Gearheart et al. (1989) reported a strong linear correlation (r2=0.99) between log coliform 
concentration and HRT for samples taken at intervals along a single wetland cell. Studies 
examining separate sampling runs on the same cell have been less conclusive. Schreijer et 
al. (1997) reported that "removal was strongly correlated with HRT," but no supporting 
statistics or figures were presented. Green et al. (1997) also observed an increase in 6 
removal with greater HRT, but he noted that considerable variability prevented a strong 
conclusion. Kadlec and Knight (1996, pp.541-2) suggest that an area-based parameter 
such as HOR may be a better predictor of coliform removal than the volume-based HRT. 
They reason that "the surface area for bacterial inactivation does not increase 
proportionally to volume as the water depth exceeds the vegetated zone." If depth is held 
constant, correlation of removal with HRT is equivalent to correlation with HOR. Such 
is the case with the results of Gearheart et al. (1989), Schreijer et al. (1997), and Green et 
al. (1997) discussed above. 
Influent coliform concentration is also an important parameter determining coliform 
removal. The highest removals in Table 1 (>99%) generally correspond with the highest 
influent concentrations. Lower removals were observed in wetlands receiving low 
coliform concentrations (Gearheart, 1989). The apparent relationship between removal 
and influent strength is due to the presence of populations of naturally occurring coliform 
in wetlands. The presence of these background coliform concentraions limits the 
minimum attainable outflow fecal coliform concentration to roughly 500 cfu/100mL 
(Kadlec and Knight, 1996, pp.537,540). As a result, percent removal decreases as inlet 
concentrations approach these levels. 
Coliform Removal Mechanisms 
Constructed wetlands are thought to remove coliform from wastewater by a number 
of mechanisms (Gersberg, 1989a). These include sedimentation, filtration, solar 
ultraviolet disinfection, and die-off due to unfavorable conditions. 
According to Stoke's Law, small discrete particles settle at a constant velocity, v, 
proportional to the square of their diameter, d: 




where g is gravitational acceleration andµ is the viscosity of water (0.01 g/cm/s) 
(Metcalf & Eddy, 1991, p.222). Particles whose settling velocity is greater than the HOR 
will be entirely removed. Smaller particles will be partially removed according the ratio 
of the HOR to their settling velocity. Free swimming coliform bacteria are small (-3 p.m 
in diameter, Brock et al, 1994, p.50) and their density is close to that of water (Metcalf & 
Eddy, 1991, p.365), so their settling velocity is expected to be less than 10 cm/d. The 
settling rate of bacteria attached to larger particles will be greater. 
Filtration is another possible coliform removal mechanism. A wetland is analogous 
to a depth filter, where particles are trapped throughout the length of the system. The 
efficiency of filtration in a depth filter depends on two processes: transport and adhesion 
(Vigneswaran & Aim, 1989, p.33). First, a particle must be transported to the surface of 
the media.- Second, the particle must be adsorbed onto the media. In the case of coliform 
in a wetland, contact frequency will depend on many factors, including the density of the 
matrix of plant stems, turbulance of the flow, and attractive forces (hydrophobic, 
electrostatic, chemotaxic, etc...) between the bacteria and the substrate. Successful 
adhesion of the particle will depend on attractive forces and the fluid boundary layer 
thickness. Superficial flow velocity is a key parameter affecting filtration efficiency 
(Montgomery, 1985, p.161). Flow in wetlands is usually laminar or transitional (Kadlec 
& Knight, p.194). As a result, contact frequency will be lower but adhesion probability 
will be higher than in a turbulant system. Plant distribution is also very important. If 
there are preferential flow paths through the wetland, most of the flow will bypass the 
plant matrix and contact frequency will be significantly lowered. 
Die-off is a commonly sited mechanism for coliform removal in wetlands. Die-off 
occurs when rates of predation and death exceed the growth rate. Most models express 
die off as a function of time (Crane & Moore, 1985). The simplest model for die off is 
Chick's Law: 
N=N 10kt  (6) 8 
Where No is the initial number of conform and N is the number of coliform remaining at 
time t. The exponential die off rate, k, is highly variable (Crane & Moore, 1985), ranging 
from 7 to 0.1 for fresh water environments depending on temperature, pH, and other 
factors. 
In FWS wetlands, one component of die-off is solar ultraviolet (UV) disinfection. 
UV-B radiation (wavelengths between 320 and 280 nm) can cause a variety of random 
structural changes to the DNA molicule (Giese, 1976, p.54), resulting in steric 
hinderances to replication (and presumably transcription) followed by cell death. Under 
ideal conditions, sunlight is highly leathal to coliform bacteria. Luckeish (1946, p.463) 
observed that only 0.01% of conform bacteria survived a 65 minute exposure to midday 
summer sunlight in a shallow dish. Moeller and Catkins (1980) demonstrated that 
survival of fecal coliform, S, in a tertiary treatment lagoon decreased as a rough 
exponential function (r2=0.62) of UV dose, D (sunburn units): 
S = 4.22e-0'76D  (7) 
The intensity of solar UV radiation, I, decreases exponentially with depth, z: 
I = Ioez  (8) 
where Io is the intensity just below the water surface. The rate of attenuation, k depends 
on the concentration of particles which absorb UV. In their lagoons, Moeller and 
Catkins (1980) observed that "conforms below 0.5m did not receive sufficient radiation 
to kill them." Qualls et al. (1983) observed that in addition to absorbing UV, suspended 
particles also increased survival by harboring and protecting bacteria. The amount of 
solar UV radiation reaching the earth's surface depends on a number of factors, including 
latitude, season, and cloud cover (WHO, 1994, p.17). In extreme cases, cloud cover can 
reduce UV amounts by 90% of clear-sky values (WHO, 1994, p.18). Study Objectives 
This study has four main objectives: 
1) Document the patterns of magnitudd and variation in flow and coliform concentrations 
in storm driven dairy pasture runoff. This data will give treatment system designers a 
starting point for selecting and sizing appropriate treatment technologies. 
2) Estimate the coliform removal for a pilot wetland treating runoff from a dairy pasture 
in Tillamook. These results will help the TBNEP and others assess the potential for 
treatment wetlands to serve as part of the plan to reduce coliform levels in the Bay. 
3) Construct a model for coliform removal based on data from this study and those listed 
in Table 1. The model will suggest which parameters should be considered when 
designing a treatment wetland for coliform removal. Model residuals will serve as a 
basis of comparison between studies. 
4) Evaluate the importance of four possible coliform removal mechanisms (settling, solar 




The site for this study was a dairy farm in Tillamook County, OR. Runoff from 
approximately 6.9 hectares (17 acres) of pasture empties into a drainage ditch, which 
eventually flows into Anderson Creek and then into the Tillamook River on its way to 
Tillamook Bay. The farm is located low in the watershed, 8 kilometers upriver from the 
bay. In 1996, a two-cell pilot scale FWS wetland was constructed off-channel from the 
ditch to intercept a portion of the flow (see Figure 1). Cell dimensions are given in Table 
1. The surface soil was saved during construction and replaced after the cells were 
finished to preserve the existing seed bank. At the time of this study, both wetland cells 
were filled fairly uniformly with submerged pasture grasses. There were also some 
emergent plants scattered throughout the cells. Juncus effusus and Phalaris arundinacea 
cover approximately 3% and 11% of the wetland surface area respectively. Much of the 
remainder of the wetland is filled with submerged grasses. 
An earthen dam was constructed in the drainage ditch to back the water up and 
allow it to flow by gravity through an 8 inch (20 cm) diameter pipe through the wetland 
dike and into a concrete weir box in the west cell. The box has three identical 90° sharp 
crested V-notch weir plates that spill water into the two wetland cells. Two of the weirs 
spill directly into the west cell and the third empties into the east cell via a pipe in the 
dike. This provides the west and larger cell with twice the flow as the other. If the water 
level in the ditch rises above 2 cm above the bottom of the weir notches, it will begin to 
flow into three vertical 20 cm (8 inch) diameter overflow pipes that shunt the excess 
water out below the dam. If the water level rises an additional 5 cm, the flow will crest 
the dam. This scheme protects the wetland from unusually high flows. The water level 
in each cell is maintained by a 7.6 cm (3 inch) outlet stand pipe. Outflow from the two 
stand pipes returns to the ditch below the dam. 11 











Figure 1. Plan view of the study site (drawing not to scale). 12 
Table 2: Cell dimensions based on survey data 
(George, 1996). Depth and volume based on 
the mean flow observed during the four 
sampling periods of this study(1.67 Us). 
dimension  east cell west cell 
average depth (m)  0.34  0.34 
average width (m)  10  9.1 
centerline length (m)  93  119 
empty bed volume (m3)  280  420 
Sampling Methods 
The wetland was monitored during four sampling periods throughout the winter of 
1997-98. Sampling period 1 occurred during relatively low flow in December. Sampling 
periods 2-4 occurred during high winter precipitation in the months of Janurary, 
February, and March respectively. Manure was spread on the field above the wetland a 
few hours before the start of sampling periods 2 and 3, and roughly 1 day before the start 
of sampling period 4. Roughly half as much manure was spread before period 4 as 
before periods 2 and 3. Start times for the four sampling periods were 12/10/97 1100h, 
1/22/98 1400h, 2/12/98 1200h, and 3/4/98 1100h. 
Water samples were collected using four automatic samplers (Model 2900, ISCO 
Corp., Lincoln NE). Samplers were placed at the inlet weir box, and at each of the two 
outlets stand pipes. The fourth sampler was used to replicate one of the other three 
locations. The location of the replicate sampler was changed every sampling period. 
Samplers were programmed to take one 500 mL sample every hour. Sampler start and 
finish times were occasionally staggered to simplify logistics of sample processing and to 
attempt to sample the same water entering and leaving each cell. Samples were returned 
to the lab every day for analysis. Travel time from the site to the lab was approximately 
two hours and the samples were processed immediately. 13 
Fecal Coliform (FC) concentrations were determined from samples taken every two 
hours. FC was enumerated using the membrane filtration procedure, Standard Methods 
9222D (APHA, 1992). Due to the logistics of sampling, transporting, and analyzing  a 
large number of samples, the time between collection and start of incubation was greater 
than 24 hours for 34% percent of the 800 samples. The maximum storage time of any 
sample was 37 hours. Samples were not kept on ice but the average maximum and 
minimum daily temperatures during sampling were 12°C and 4°C respectively, so the 
sample temperatures likely remained below the10°C recommended for storage (APHA, 
1992, p.9-20). Each sample was plated at two dilutions. The Standard Methods limits on 
acceptable plate counts (20 to 60 colonies) were extended to include plates with 0 to 100 
colonies. This change in methodology was validated by a subsequent statistical analysis. 
Plates with 0 to 60 colonies were not significantly different from replicate plates of the 
same sample with 60 to 100 colonies (p=0.26 for a two sample t-test, n=22). When 
available, acceptable counts from additional dilutions and the replicate sampler were 
combined using a volume weighted'average. 
Flow Measurements 
A chart recorder (Leupold & Stevens Corp., Beaverton OR) provided continuous 
measurements of depth of water in the distribution box. The chart recorder was 
calibrated with 14 manual measurements of depth over the weir. Inflow was estimated 
from chart recorder data using the V-notch weir equation (King, 1954). The weir 
equation assumes that flow (Q) is a power function of head (h): 
(9) 
where C and n are empirical constants. The constants were estimated using linear 
regression and 13 measurements of outflow at each outlet. Outlet flow measurements 
were made by recording the time to fill a 14 liter bucket. For the purposes of this study, 
it was necessary to assume that inflow and outflow were identical in timing and 14 
magnitude (()=Qin.Qout). This assumption requires that storage in the wetland did not 
vary with flow (awaQ = 0), and that inflows and outflows occurred only at the weir box 
and outlet pipes. Rainfall, evaporation, seepage, recharge, and runoff occurring within 
the cells were all assumed to be negligible. The performance of each of the three weirs 
was also assumed to be identical. The uncertainty introduced by these assumptions is 
addressed in the Appendix. 
Estimating Removal in Storm Driven Systems 
Storm-driven non-point pollution sources such as the pasture runoff in this study are 
expected to exhibit widely varying flows and pollution concentrations. If the length of a 
sampling period is similar to the duration of these fluctuations, estimation of coliform 
removal in the receiving wetland is difficult. For example, imagine a peak in runoff 
coliform concentration, as would be expected in the first flush of a field by rainfall after 
manure application. A simple comparison of coliform concentrations entering and 
leaving the wetland at any instant may over or under estimate the removal depending on 
the location of the pollution peak within the wetland. If the peak is just entering the 
wetland, the inlet sample will have an abnormally high concentration and removal may 
be overestimated. Similarly, as the peak exits the wetland, the outlet concentration will 
be high, resulting in an underestimation, and possibly even a negative value of removal 
even if the peak concentration has been substantially reduced by the wetland. One 
solution to this problem is to take frequent and numerous samples at the inlet and outlet 
so that the entire peak is accurately captured entering and leaving the wetland. 
Combining this information with flow data, the total mass of pollution entering and 
leaving the wetland during the storm event can be calculated, and the removal estimated. 
This mass balance approach is difficult to apply in this study. In order for it to ,work, the 
mass balance method requires that pollutant peaks be discrete, with pollutant 
concentrations starting and ending at some steady, low level. In practice, storms occur 
frequently enough that another pollution peak is entering the wetland before the first one 
leaves. The mass balance method also requires a complete data set. Any gaps in the data 15 
set must be interpolated, which would be relatively accurate for small gaps in well 
formed peaks, but is more uncertain when there are several less orderly peaks. 
The approach proposed by this study is to attempt to sample the same water as it 
enters and leaves the wetland. Inlet samples are compared with outlet samples that are 
offset by the HRT of the wetland. This residence time offset (RTO) method has several 
advantages over the mass balance method described above. First, it is possible to make 
an estimate of removal from only one pair of samples. Additional samples will improve 
the estimate considerably, but there is no minimum data requirement as for the mass 
balance method. As a result, the RTO method is less sensitive to gaps in the data. The 
RTO method should also be less sensitive to multiple concentration peaks. 
The RTO method does have some major potential limitations. Estimating the HRT 
requires accurate knowledge of flow and wetland volume. HRT calculations must also 
compensate for changing flow. The greatest concern with the RTO approach is that it 
assumes that it is possible to sample the same volume of water entering and leaving the 
wetland. In a real wetland some mixing occurs, so that it is impossible to exactly pair 
inlet and outlet water samples. A spike of pollution at the inlet will spread by the time it 
reaches the outlet. The peak will be lower, resulting in an overestimation of the removal. 
Similarly, dips in pollution concentration at the inlet will be shallower at the outlet as a 
result of mixing, resulting in underestimation of removal, and possibly negative removal 
values. It is possible that these errors will somewhat cancel each other out. The 
magnitude of the inaccuracy introduced by the plug flow assumption will depend on the 
flow regime of the wetland. Dye tests can provide some insight into the degree of 
mixing. Mixing may be beneficial in one sense. Spreading of pollution spikes may 
reduce the error associated with inaccuracies in predicting residence time. If pollution 
entered and exited the wetland in instantaneous spikes, any slight error in the residence 
time estimate would result in missing the exiting peak entirely. Since the peak spreads, 
the residence time estimate can be off slightly and still capture some of the exiting 
pollution spike. 16 
The first step in computing removal using the RTO approach is to estimate the 
HRT. Imagine a particle entering the wetland at time ti. For a system with constant flow 
and no mixing, the amount of time it will take the particle to exit the wetland is equal to 
the HRT computed by Equation 3. Since flow is changing, however, the time the particle 
spends in the wetland is equal to the average HRT during the time the particle is in the 
wetland. The average HRT can be found by following the particle through the cell using 
the following iterative process. 
The fractional progress of a particle through the cell (fi) between time ti and ti+i is 
given by: 
ti fi =  (10)
(HRTi + HRTi44)/ 2 
Where HRTi is the HRT based on the flow at time ti. To find the average HRT of a 
particle entering the wetland cell, subsequent fi values are summed until the total equals 
one. The average HRT is then equal to the time of the fmal fi minus the initial time. In 
this study, average HRT estimates were rounded to the nearest hour. Coliforrn removal at 
time t (REMiog(t)) is then estimated as follows: 
Chi (t) 
REMkg (t) = log  Cout (t + HRT) 
where Cin(t) is the inlet fecal coliform concentration at time t and Cout(t) is the outlet fecal 
coliform concentration one residence time later. 
Estimating Cell Volume from Dye Test Data 
In order to compute HRT by Equation 3, it is necessary to have an estimate of the 
cell volume. The empty bed volume of each cell was calculated from survey data 
collected in the fall of 1996 (George, 1996). The empty bed volume includes volume 17 
occupied by plants, litter, and dead space, and therefore overestimates the volume that the 
storm water passes through. The hydraulically active cell volume provides a better 
estimate of the cell volume that contains flowing storm water. Active cell volume can be 
calculated from mean residence time (MRT) determined from a dye tests. Levenspiel 
(1979, p.63.3) gives the following equation for estimating MRT from a pulse injection of 
conservative tracer: 
tiCiOti 
MRT =  (12)
CiAti 
where Ci is the concentration of tracer at time ti. Equation 12 only applies to systems 
with constant flow. A flow term (Qi) was added to Equation 12 to compensate for the 
varying flows observed in this study: 
tiCiQiAti 
MRT = 1  (13) LCiQiAti 
Where Qi is the flow at time ti. Hydraulically active cell volume was computed from the 
MRT by rearranging Equation 3: 
V = Q x MRT  (14) 
Where Q is the average flow observed during the dye test. This study assumes.that the 
residence times of dye, coliform, and water are equal (MRTdye=MRTcoliform=HRT). The 
term HRT will be used hereafter to refer to all three of these residence times. 
Dye tests were conducted to determine the mean residence time (MRT) of each cell. 
At the beginning of each sampling period, 10 ml of 37% (w/v) rhodamine WT dye 18 
(Keystone Pacific Corp., Santa Fe Springs, CA) was added quickly to the inflow of each 
cell. Rhodamine concentration in the outlet samples was quantified using a Turner 
Model 111 fluorometer (G. K. Turner Corp., Palo Alto, CA) following the procedure 
recommended by Wilson et al. (1986). Concentrations were read using the magnification 
that produced the highest measurable reading. Standard curves were constructed for each 
batch of samples processed. Standard solutions were measured before and after each 
batch of samples was processed to account for any drift in the fluorometer. The 
fluorometer was allowed to warm up for at least two hours before taking measurements. 
Background florescence levels (determined from samples taken before the dye reached 
the outlet) were subtracted from each measurement. 
Developing a Model for Coliform Removal in Treatment Wetlands 
Multiple regression was used to examine the effects of the three parameters 
discussed above (HRT, HOR, and inlet coliform concentration) on coliform removal. 
The analysis included the literature data in Table 1 as well as the results of this study. 
The possible influence of wetland type (SSF or FWS) was also examined by including 
terms for the interaction of each parameter with a dummy variable for wetland type 
(TYPE). The equation for the hypothesized relationship is: 
REMiog = r3o +131HRT+ Hf32 + R3 log Cm
OR 
(15) 




where REMlog is the log coliform removal, HRT is the hydraulic residence time in days, 
and HOR is the hydraulic overflow rate in cm/day. HOR appears in the denominator 
because it has units of inverse time, and therefore is expected to be inversely proportional 
to coliform removal. Cin is the inlet coliform concentration in cfu/100mL. The dummy 
variable TYPE is set to 1 for FWS wetland and 0 for SSF wetlands. The coefficients 14, 
[35, 136, and 137 represent any differences in the influence of the parameters between the 19 
two wetland types. If 134=135=136=f37=0 then the three parameters under investigation have 
the same influence on coliform removal in each wetland type. A reduced model was 
constructed using the Cp parameter selection feature of the SAS v6.12 statistical software 
package (SAS Institute Inc., Cary NC). 20 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Flow, Coliform, and Dye Test Results 
Flow and coliform data appear in Figure 2. For the first sampling period, flow rates 
were relatively low and constant. The mean flow through each inlet weir was 0.82 L/s 
per weir with a standard deviation of 21% (sample size, n = 98). Flows during the three 
winter storm periods (periods 2-4) were not only higher (mean flow = 1.99 Lis per weir, 
n= 206) but more variable (standard deviation = 46%). 
Influent coliform concentrations were relatively steady during period 1 (Figure 2), 
most likely because no manure was spread before this period, but low flows may also 
have played a role. Sharp increases in coliform concentration of several orders of 
magnitude were observed at the beginning of periods 2 and 3 as the freshly applied 
manure washed off the pasture and entered the wetland. The timing of these coliform 
peaks coincides with the initial peaks in flow. The peak at the beginning of period 2 
resulted in plates with colonies too numerous to count, but concentrations were estimated 
to be greater than 104 cfu/100mL. The coliform data setfor period 4 includes only the 
declining tail.  It appears that the earlier application of manure before period 4 (a day in 
advance as opposed to a few hours in advance) resulted in the coliform peak passing the 
inlet before the beginning of the sampling period. During period 3, peaks in 
concentration at the outlets were observed roughly one day after the peak inlet 
concentration, suggesting a coliform residence time in both cells of roughly 24 hours. 
Rough observation of Figure 2 suggests that the wetland cells succeeded in reducing 
coliform concentrations. The X's and O's representing outlet concentrations generally 
fall below the diamonds representing inlet concentrations. 
Dye test results appear in Figure 3. Due to our inability to predict the magnitude of 
storms, only the dye test for period 3 yielded complete breakthrough curves. The peaks 
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Figure 2. Flow and fecal coliform (FC) results. (line) flow;  inlet FC; )) east outlet 
FC; (x) west outlet FC. Coliform points include data from the replicate sampler when 
available. Line with arrow in period 2 indicates that inlet coliform concentrations were 
greater than 101\4. Note that FC scale is different for each period. 22 
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Figure 3. Dye test results (thick line). Flow data is also shown for each cell (thin line). 23 
flow. Recall that plug flow is a central assumption of the residence time offset method. 
The breakthrough curve tails caught in periods 2 and 4 for the east cell also appear steep 
and plug-flow like. The period 1 curves suggest a different flow regime, however. Both 
of these curves, especially the west cell curve, are more spread out than those for period 
3. This suggests that the plug flow assumption may not be as valid for the low flows  as 
for high flow storm events. Low flows result in longer detention times, allowing more 
time for the dye to spread by diffusion. However, because the coliform concentrations 
during period 1 are relatively steady, the accuracy of the offset is not as critical and the 
RTO method should still give reasonable results despite the violation of the plug flow 
assumption. 
Estimated MRT based on the complete period three curves using Equation 13 were 
20 and 26 hours for the east and west cells respectively. Note that these residence times 
are close to the 24 hour lag observed between the inlet and outlet coliform peaks for 
period 3. This provides rough confirmation of the assumption that dye and coliform are 
transported through the cells in a similar manner. The mean flows during the duration of 
the period 3 dye tests were 2.3 and 4.7 L/s for the east and west cells respectively. Active 
cell volumes given by Equation 14 were 196 and 483 m3. Empty bed cell volumes based 
on survey data (George, 1996) were 280 and 418 (at a flow of 1.67 Us). The discrepancy 
between hydraulically active and empty bed volumes is likely due to variations in cell 
bottom elevation not captured by the survey. 
Coliform Removal Estimates 
Figure 4 shows the process of computing coliform removal using the residence time 
offset method. Outlet coliform is shifted to the right by the average HRT (Recall that 
average HRT is estimated using Equation 10 to compute to fractional progress of an 
imaginary particle through the cell). The RTO method appears to have worked well for 
period 3. The peaks in the outlet concentration have been shifted so that they align with 
the peak in inlet concentration. The alignment does not appear to be as good for the east 
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Figure 4. Applying the residence time offset method to the study data. () inlet FC; (x) 
outlet FC; (0) outlet FC offset by the average residence time; (line) average residence 
time. This figure includes points interpolated between original data. 25 
magnitude greater than the inlet concentration, resulting in a large negative removal. The 
first point in offset outlet data series is lower than the others, possibly indicating the start 
of an outlet peak which should coincide with the inlet peak. If this is the case, the data 
has been shifted too far to the right, which means that the residence time estimate is too 
large. Misalignment is probably due to measurement uncertainty associated with the 
HRT estimate (see Appendix), or diffusion which the RTO method does not account for. 
The other possibility is that there is actually a negative removal, possibly resulting from 
the resuspension of sediment, but given the very low water velocities (<10 m/h) this 
seems unlikely. There are no discernable peaks in the period 1 or period 4 coliform data, 
which prevents the visual validation of the RTO method for these periods. 
Table 3. Results of this study (an addendum to Table 1).
 
Coliform removals are geometric means of data paired using the RTO method.
 
(1) low removal may be due to poor RTO alignment. (2) based on only, one pair of data. 
influent 
waste- coliform  coliform 
water  wetland  study  study  HRT HOR concentration removal  test 
cell  period source  type  type  length n  (d)  (cm/d) log (cfu/100m1)  (percent) used 
east  1 nps ag  fws  pilot  4 d  29  2.54  13.4  2.48  75 fc 
east  2 nps ag  fws  pilot  4 d  28  0.74  46.0  3.28  (1) 25 fc 
east  3 nps ag  fws  pilot  2 d  13  0.77  44.3  3.11  99 fc 
east  4 nps ag  fws  pilot  4d  11  1.61  21.1  2.39  99 fc 
west  1 nps ag  fws  pilot  4 d  11  3.36  10.1  2.55  80 fc 
west  2 nps ag  fws  pilot  4 d  1  1.18  28.9  3.66  (2) 98 fc 
west  3 nps ag  fws  pilot  2 d  16  0.88  38.8  2.96  96 fc 
west  4 nps ag  fws  pilot  4d  25  2.41  14.1  2.18  98 fc 
Coliform removals during winter storms were higher than removals during the fall 
low flow period. Table 3 summarizes the results from both cells for all four sampling 
periods. Removals for storm periods 2-4 are generally high (>95%) with the exception of 
the east cell period 2 which the RTO method did not align well as explained above. The 
estimate for the west cell period 2 should also be viewed with some caution as it is based 
on only one pair of inlet/outlet data, though its value agrees well with the other removal 26 
estimates. Lower removals were observed for the low flow period 1, likely due to the 
greater affect of background levels at lower inlet concentrations, as explained in the 
introduction. Period 4 seems to contradict this explanation, however. Influent coliform 
concentrations are even lower than they are for period 1, but removal is high 
nevertheless. It is possible that winter conditions are less favorable to growth of bacteria 
in the wetland, due to lower temperature and more dilute runoff (less frequent manure 
spreading, higher flows), so that background concentrations of coliform are lower for 
period 4 (March 1998) than they were for period 1 (December 1997). 
Table 4 shows average removals for both cells during storm events (periods 2-4), 
and during low flow (period 1). The difference in removal is not significant if all 6 storm 
event data points are included. However, if the outlying point for the east cell period 2 is 
removed the difference between storm and non-storm removals is highly significant (two 
sided p=0.001 for a two sample t-test). Omission of the outlier is justified because its 
extreme value is most likely an artifact of the analysis rather than an actual low removal. 
Mean HRT for both cells for period 1 was 2.94 days, more than double the mean of 1.26 
during the storm events. 
Table 4. Comparison of average removals during storm and non-storm events. 
(1) The confidence interval for non-storm removal is large due to small sample size. 
(2) Excluding the outling removal result for the east cell period 2. 
Mean Coliform Removal  95% Confidence Interval 
log removal (percent removal)  log removal (percent removal) 
non-storm (1) 
(period 1, both cells, n=2)  0.65 (78%)  0.069 to 1.2 (15% to 94%) 
storm 
(periods 24, both cells, n=6)  1.4 (96%)  0.73 to 2.1 (81% to 99%) 
storm (2) 
(excluding outlier, n=5)  1.7 (98%)  1.4 to 1.9 (96% to 99%) 27 
Coliform Removal Model Results 
Results of the Cp parameter selection process appear in Table 5. The model with 
the smallest Cp statistic includes three parameters: the intercept, 1/HOR and the 
interaction term TYPExlog C. When an interaction term is included, it is recommended 
that the individual terms also be included (Ramsey & Schafer, 1997, p.34.6). The fourth 
model in Table 5 is the first that satisfies this criteria. In this model the intercept is not 
significantly different from zero (p=0.6), so it was removed, resulting in the following 
four parameter reduced model: 
13 2  + 3 log Cin  TYPE(J34 + 07 log Cin	  (16) REMiog = HOR 
Parameter coefficient estimates for Equation 16 appear in Table 6. Values for all four 
coefficients are highly significant (p<0.002). 
Table 5: Cp analysis results for Equation 15. The models with the four lowest Cp 
statistics are shown. The full model is shown for comparison. (1) All models include the 
intercept ((30). 
rank  Cp  R2	  Parameters in Model (1) 
1  0.81  0.66	  1/HOR, TYPExlog 
2  2.26  0.67	  1/HOR, log Cm, TYPExlog 
3  2.55  0.67	  1/HOR, TYPExHRT, TYPEx 
4  2.57  0.69	  1/HOR, log Cm, TYPE, TYPExlog Cin 
55	  8.00  0.69  HRT, 1/HOR, log Cin, TYPE,
 
TYPExHRT, TYPEx1/HOR, TYPExlog Cin
 
The inclusion of 1/HOR in Equation 16 suggests that it is a better predictor of 
removal than the other time related parameter, HRT. The positive value of 13z suggests 
that removal decreases with HOR as expected. The exclusion of the TYPE*1/HOR 28 
parameter from the model suggests that the influence of HOR is the same regardless of 
wetland type. 
Table 6: Regression coefficients for the four parameter reduced model (Equation 16) 
based on data in Tables 1&3 (n=41, R2=0.62). 
95% confidence limits 
value  P-value  lower  upper 
132 (1 /HOR)  0.23  0.00012  0.12  0.34 
133 (log Cin)  0.30  5.4E-17  0.25  0.34 
134 (TYPE)  2.2  0.0010  0.96  3.5 
137 (TYPE*log Cin)  -0.67  0.0017  -1.1  -0.27 
The influence of inlet coliform concentration on removal appears to be different in 
FWS and SSF wetlands. In SSF wetlands, REM increases with log Cin(133>0, p<0.0001), 
as expected by the background concentration theory. The coefficient 137 is negative, 
suggesting that removal increases more slowly with Chi for FWS wetlands. This agrees 
with the common understanding that SSF wetlands obtain better removal at high loading 
rates. However, the value of N3 +137 is negative (though the 95% confidence intervals 
include positive values of 133 + r37 ), which implies that removal in FWS wetlands actually 
decreases with Cin. The author does not know of a mechanism which can explain this 
result, which diminishes confidence in the model. It is possible that some unknown 
mechanism is responsible, but a more likely explanation is that variation in parameters 
not included in the model is a source of uncertainty. It is also possible that the 
assumption of a linear model is invalid. 
Another difficulty with the model is the inability to separate the influence of 
wetland type from the influence of log C. Either by design or by accident, the wetlands 
in Table 1 with the highest influent concentrations are all SSF wetlands. It is possible 
that the higher removal in SSF wetlands is due simply to the higher influent 
concentration, and that the two wetland types actually perform similarly. In order to 29 
distinguish the effects of the two parameters requires more SSF data points are low log 
Cinand/or more FWS data points at high log C. Despite this statistical inadequacy, the 
result is consistent with the assumption that SSF wetlands perform better, especially at 
higher concentrations. 
The R2 value for Equation 16 is 0.62 (n=41), which indicates that there are sources 
of variability that the model fails to address. This is not surprising considering that the 
data set includes a wide variety of wetlands from around the world that no doubt vary in 
parameters other than type, Cin, and HOR. Differences in climate, wastewater 
characteristics, wetland dimensions, and vegetation complicate comparisons between 
studies. There are also procedural differences between studies, such as the choice of the 
parameter measured (total coliform, fecal coliform, or Escherichia coli), and the choice 
of the summary statistic (geometric or arithmatic mean). 
Figure 5 shows the model residuals for each study. Data are presented in the same 
order as is Tables 1 and 3. Large residuals indicate a poor fit between the model and the 
data. Positive residuals indicate that observed removal is greater than what the model 
predicts. The model fits the data from long term studies very well. The studies by 
Gearheart et al. (1989), Gearsburg et al. (1989a&b), Ottova et al. (1997), Rivera et al. 
(1997), and Schreijer et al. (1997) have relatively small residuals. All of these studies 
collected data for at least seven months. The largest residuals are associated with data 
from studies that lasted less than one week: this study and the study by Green et al. 
(1997). If only long term studies are included, the R2 value of the reduced model 
improves to 0.83, even though the data includes pilot and full scale wetlands treating a 
variety of waste streams in different climates. 
The model overestimated removal in the two storm events studied by Green et al. 
(1997) (observations 16 and 18 in Figure 5). However, storm events in this study had 
higher removals than the model predicted, as indicated by positive residual values 
(observations 36, 37, 39, 40, 41), with the exception of the one questionable point 
(observation 35). The questionable point had the second largest residual of the 41 30 
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Figure 5. Residual plot for the reduced model (Equation 16). Data appear in the same 
order as in Tables 1 and 3. Positive residuals indicate that observed removal is greater 
than the model predicts. 31 
observations. During the low flow fall sampling period 1, removals were lower than 
predicted by the model (observations 34 and 38). On the basis of these residuals it is 
tempting to conclude that the performance of the Tillamook wetland during the winter is 
high compared with other wetlands. However, the issues raised above limit confidence in 
drawing conclusions from the model. 
Discussion of Removal Mechanisms 
Many of the results reported in Tables 1 and 3 have low enough HOR's (<10cm/d) 
for settling of both attached and free-swimming bacteria to be a significant removal 
mechanism. This may be part of the reason why HOR was found to be a significant 
factor affecting removal. However, there are two complicating factors. First, coliform 
bacteria are motile (Berg and Brown, 1972) and swim at roughly lOpm/s (90 cm/d) 
which is fast enough to overcome settling. Second, most of the wetlands in Table 1 
receive secondarily treated wastewater, which by definition contains very little settleable 
solid material. Samples from the wetland in this study were not analyzed settleable 
solids, though particulate matter was only occasionally observed on coliform filter 
membranes. Most sediment probably settled out in the ditch before entering the wetland. 
As a result of pretreatment and coliform motility, settling is probably not an important 
mechanism for coliform removal in the constructed wetlands examined here. 
Since die off due to UV radiation is a function of many factors including depth, 
surface area, particle concentration and solar radiation intensity (which in turn depends 
on latitude, season, and cloud cover), it is not expected to be a simple function of HOR or 
HRT. As mentioned above, particulate levels in wetlands treating secondary effluents are 
probably quite low, so it is possible that sunlight is an important removal mechanism. 
However, other factors such as shading by vegetation and cloudcover make it difficult to 
evalute the importance of removal by UV without more information. If UV disinfection 
is significant in the wetland studies included in the regression model, its dependence on 
parameters not included in the model would be a source of error. Due to Tillamook's 
latitude and extensive winter cloud cover, solar UV disinfection probably played a 32 
minimal role in the coliform removal results presented in Table 3. The nearby cites of 
Portland and Astoria experience greater than 8 tenths cloud cover during the four winter 
months (Ruffner & Bair, 1987, pp.789&809), which corresponds to a reduction in 
transmittance of UV-B radiation of approximately 50% (WHO, 1994, p.18). 
At the temperatures observed in this study (near or below 10°C) die-off rates in 
aquatic systems are around 0.3 log per day (Crane and Moore, 1985). With k=0.3, 
Equation 6 predicts 87% removal due to die off during the fall low flow period (mean 
HRT=2.94 days), which could account for the observed removal. During the winter 
storm periods (mean HRT=1.26 days), the same equation predicts only 58% removal. 
Another mechanism, such as filtration, probably accounts for the rest. The regression 
model found that HRT was not a significant predictor of log removal, which suggests that 
exponential die off is not important. It is possible that die off in wetlands is more 
accurately described by a different function. Another possibility is that the model did not 
include enough data points to distinguish the relationship, or that the relationship was 
masked by variability in other parameters affecting die off that were not included in this 
study (such as temperature). 
As discussed in the introduction, filtration is a complex process with many 
variables. Plant density and distribution are probably two of the most important. Contact 
frequency and overall filtration efficiency will depend on the desity of submerged plant 
stems. A plant distribution that is uniform across the channel is necessary to prevent 
short circuiting. There are no standard parameters that describe wetland vegetation 
patterns, and few of the studies listed in Table 1 reported patterns of vegetation. As a 
result, vegetation was not included in the regression model, and could be a source of 
uncertainty. The water column in wetland in this study was filled uniformly with dense 
pasture grasses, in addition to a scattering of emergent plants. The sharpness of the 
leading edge of the dye breakthrough curves suggests that there are no preferential flow 
paths. Filtration is therefore expected to be an important mechanism in the removals 
reported in Table 3. 33 
CONCLUSIONS
 
Coliform concentrations and flow rates of storm driven dairy pasture runoff varied 
widely. Coliform concentrations ranged from 101 cfu/100mL to more than 104 
cfu/100mL. The highest concentrations typically coincided with the first storm flow peak 
following manure application. The combination of high flow and high concentration 
results in a very high load to the receiving water body during the first flush of the field. 
Designers of pasture runoff treatment systems wishing to reduce total loads to receiving 
waters should focus on treating these initial flow peaks. 
The constructed wetland in this study was able to reduce coliform concentrations in 
dairy pasture runoff by more than an order of magnitude (98%) during winter storm 
events. Removals observed during a lower flow period in the fall were significantly 
lower (78%). An attempt was made to compensate for varying flows and loads in 
removal calculations by offsetting inlet and outlet samples by the residence time. When 
this procedure worked well, inlet samples taken during peaks in influent concentration 
were paired with outlet samples taken at the time the peak was exiting the wetland. 
However, the procedure is sensitive to misalignment caused by measurement errors and 
non-plug flow conditions. A more sophisticated model that includes a diffusion term 
might reduce the latter type of error, but given the between storm variability such a model 
is not likely to improve the overall estimate of removal during storm events. 
A statistical examination of literature data suggests that the parameters that most 
influence coliform removal in wetlands are overflow rate (HOR) and inlet coliform 
concentration. SSF wetlands may remove more coliform than FWS wetlands, especially 
at higher inlet concentrations. The wetland in this study performed better than predicted 
based on a model calibrated from literature data. However, the ability to draw any 
conclusions from the model is brought into question by a non-intuative value for one of 
the regression coefficeints. 34 
The importance of HOR would appear to suggest that an area-dependent process, 
such as settling, is the dominant removal mechanism in most wetlands. However, since 
most of the wetlands examined in this study had some form of settling pretreatment, it is 
unlikely that coliform is significantly removed by settling. Filtration, die-off, and solar 
ultraviolet disinfection are more likely removal processes. In the Tillamook wetland 
filtration and die-off are probably the dominant removal mechanisms. 
Treatment wetlands are clearly capable of reducing coliform concentrations in non-
point source pollution. Wetlands are an especially attractive option for pollution 
abatement in an agricultural settings, where simple, low cost systems are required and 
land is readily available. The feasibility of wetlands as a treatment alternative will 
depend on the characteristics of each individual site. A watershed scale study will be 
required to determine if the removals observed in this study are sufficient to help attain 
water quality goals in Tillamook Bay and in the rivers of the Tillamook Basin. 
Combined with best management practices and other treatment technologies (such as 
primary pretreatment to reduce sediment loading), wetlands are an important option for 
scientists, engineers, and planners tackling non-point source pollution problems in 
Tillamook, across the US, and throughout the world. 35 
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An estimate of uncertainty in coliform measurements can be made by examining 
data from replicate samplers. Figure A shows the difference between coliform estimates 
made from samples taken at the same time at the same location. On average, an estimate 
made from one sample differed from the volume weighted average of two samples by 
0.20 log cfu/100mL (n=168). There are several possible sources for the observed 
variability. Some variability is introduced by plate counts, the accuracy of which 
depends on the number of colonies per plate (APHA, 1992, p.9-58). Sampler intake 
tubes were placed as close together as possible, but small scale eddies and a non-uniform 
distribution of coliform in the sample water (as the result of organism attachment to a 
small number of discrete particles) may still have caused differences in concentration 
estimates. Replicate samples typically experienced the same storage time and 
temperature, so differential die-off in sample bottles seems unlikely. 
Flow Uncertainty 
The accuracy of the flow estimates made in this study depends on the accuracy of 
the weir equation. Using standard statistical procedures, it is possible to estimate the 
confidence with which the estimated parameters approximate the actual values. Equation 
9 was linearized so that parameter values could be estimated by linear regression: 
logQ = logC + nlogh  A-1) 
The depth of water over the weir, h, was calculated from chart recorder data: 
h=axl+b  (A-2) 
where 1 is the chart recorder reading in grid squares. Estimated values for the four 
parameters in these equations appear in Table A, along with 95% confidence intervals. 
Note that confidence for C is a multiplier due to back transformation from the log scale. 40 
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Figure A. Coliform sampling variability based on replicate sampler data. Error bars 
show coliform estimates based on each sampler alone (when available). Point is 
volume weighted average of data from both samplers. Note that though the limits of 
the coliform scale are different for each period, the range is the same so that relative 
magnitudes of error bars can be compared. There is no replicate data for period 2 
due to sampler failure. 41 
The parameter "a" has no confidence interval because it was calculated from chart 
recorder gearing and dimensions. 
Table A. Parameter estimates and confidence intervals for the weir equation. 
(1) the parameter "a" has no confidence interval because it was calculated from chart 
recorder gearing and dimensions. 
parameter  value  95% confidence 
interval 
C  3354  x 4.9711 
n  2.68  ±21% 
a  0.00601  (1) 
b  0.0510  ± 6% 
Confidence intervals for the parameters C and n are large. The confidence limits 
for C span more than an order of magnitude. Standard parameter values for the 90° V-
notch weir equation (C=1467 and n=2.47 [King, 1954, p.4-13]) are contained within the 
95% confidence intervals, suggesting that these parameters might have applied just as 
well. There are many possible sources for the uncertainty in flow estimates. Some error 
arises from instrument imprecision. Depth measurements were made using a ruler 
accurate to about 1/8 inch or 7% of the average weir depth. Flow measurements were 
made by recording the time to fill a 14 liter bucket and were probably accurate to 0.5 
seconds, or 6% of the time to fill the bucket at average flow. Chart recorder readings 
were limited by the thickness of the pen line, which is about 0.2 chart squares or 3% of 
the average pen deflection. Another source of error is the weirs themselves. Turbulence 
behind the weirs and buildup on the plates may cause them to behave in a non-ideal 
manner. 
Another category of error is inflow and outflow at places other than the inlet weirs 
and outlet standpipes. Evaporation from the cell surfaces is probably negligible because 
Tillamook winters are cloudy and rainy. Complete rainfall and flow data were available 42 
for a total 15 days during the study period. For these 15 days, rainfall on the cell surface 
added an average of 5% to the total volume of water passing through the east cell each 
day. Rainfall added an average of 4% to the daily west cell volume. The largest rainfall 
contribution occurred during a 1.45 inch storm on 3/9/98. On this date rainfall added 
17% and 12% to east and west cell flows respectively. Other inflows and outflows are 
harder to estimate. Groundwater flow between the cells is probably negligible because 
there was little if any difference in their water levels. Surface inflow and groundwater 
infiltration from the surrounding saturated pasture could make a significant contribution 
to flow. Significant quantities of water were observed to be leaking from the pond 
behind the dam into the inlet areas of both cells, probably as a result of rodent burrowing. 
All of the probable factors that have not been accounted for in the water balance (rainfall, 
inflow, infiltration) represent sources of additional water. Thus, flows measured at the 
inlet weirs are likely to be less than the flows exiting at the outlet standpipes. Since the 
weir equation was calibrated with flows at the outlet, the weir equation may partially 
account for these additional flows. This might explain why the weir equation parameters 
estimated in this study predict a larger flow than the standard parameters. 
A final possible source of error is volume changes due to flow. Recall that both 
flow and residence time calculations assumed a constant cell volume. In reality, the 
depth over the outlet stand pipes changes with flow, resulting in a change in volume. A 
quantitative estimate of these volume changes can be made from the survey data (which 
assumes cell side slopes of 2/3) and by assuming that the outlet stand pipes behave as 
sharp-crested horizontal weirs. At the lowest observed flow (0.604 Vs per weir), cell 
volumes dropped by only 0.14% and 0.53% from the average flow volumes given in table 
2. Volume changes associated with maximum observed flow (4.81 1/s per weir) were 
slightly larger (1.14% and 4.45%) but still insignificant. 